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Chapter 2161 Join The Sacred Organization 

“That’s right.” 

“Oh? Where is he?” Edmund questioned. 

“He has left the scene.” 

“What? Did he leave already? I was looking forward to meeting the man who repeatedly stole The 

Cardinal Hall’s thunder. I wanted to see him in action against the Progenitor too,” Edmund replied. 

“Sir, the Fiery Demon was working alongside Levi. The two of them probably worked together to beat 

the Progenitor.” 

Edmund’s brows pinched together. “No, you are mistaken. There were more than two of them. In fact, I 

sense… eighteen people.” 

“There were eighteen other people?” everyone exclaimed in shock. 

It looks like The Cardinal Hall General really does live up to his name. We didn’t even know about the 

existence of eighteen other men! After all, The Cardinal Hall General is a future member of the divine 

brigadiers. He wields impressive skill. I can’t believe he managed to obtain such detailed information in 

the blink of an eye. 

At the same time, realization dawned upon the group. 

it took twenty fighters to battle the Progenitor. Levi 

new knowledge, the members of The Cardinal Hall 

Levi had been the sole force behind it, they 

Progenitor. Also, spread the news that the Progenitor has fled. After a while, make sure you state that 

The Cardinal Hall was the one responsible for 

The Cardinal Hall stole all of the 

mention Levi?” one of his men asked 

again? Were the past humiliations not enough for you?” Edmund glared at the man. “Besides, Levi’s 

daughter is part of The Cardinal Hall. It’s only fair that we take some of 

explanation, no one dared to voice 

care less about 

still 

detrimental if the public found out that Levi 

the incident in Goldenport Island spread, it left the entire world 

Progenitor was the cause 



wildfire, Rodunst could not keep this matter a secret anymore. Begrudgingly, they stepped forward to 

confirm the credibility 

great catastrophe that plagued Rodunst was resolved in the blink of an 

capability to deal with this cataclysm 

did the Progenitor flee 

that the Progenitor would bring Erudia to its 

Chapter 2162 Mr X 

The Eighteen Dark Angels were dumbfounded. 

They assumed that Levi would only follow their orders after a bloody battle. They were even prepared to 

blackmail him. 

Yet, he agreed without hesitation. 

This is unbelievable! Why did he submit to us with such ease? Did he hit his head? He’s acting weirdly. 

They stared at him with disbelief. 

Their astonished looks caused Levi to chuckle. “Did you forget that my wife is in your hands? I’m not in a 

position to disagree, am I? I’m not a fool who can’t read the room. Right now, going along with your 

orders is my safest bet.” 

Their suspicions vanished into thin air when they heard Levi’s reasoning. 

After all, Zoey was Levi’s top priority. 

“What about him?” The Eighteen Angels looked at Cyrus. 

“I am Maestro’s subordinate. I’ll follow him wherever he goes,” Cyrus declared. 

“Okay, let’s head out.” 

With that, the group headed toward the Sacred Organization. 

After a long voyage at sea, the cruise ship finally docked at Archulea. 

no one knew about the truth hidden 

harbor, a few sailors 

horror, they found the Progenitor lying 

bloodbath that stretched from the 

death toll of innocent civilians who fell prey 

dispatched their strongest warriors 

efforts, the Archulean fighters stood no chance against 



well known for their martial 

to subdue the bloodthirsty 

weapons and strongest 

were simply no match for the Progenitor’s 

the Progenitor was much stronger because it managed to 

and the group met back in Goldenport Island paled in comparison in terms of 

at a loss as 

same time, news of Archulea’s 

countries allied with Archulea offered 

own too. If the Progenitor succeeded in crushing Archulea, the other countries 

once again, the results were 

to battle the Progenitor, the only thing that returned were the troop’s cold 

put 

other countries, 

the Progenitor would receive a handsome reward in 

after their message was broadcast to the world, silence was the only response Archulea 

Chapter 2163 He Was Just Passing By 

The people in Archulea grew serious when they got a call from the Lab of Gods. 

“We can help take care of Progenitor, but we have our conditions,” Mr. X said directly. 

“Sure, we’ll agree to any of your terms!” Archulea promised excitedly. 

Mr. X chuckled. “Don’t be so quick to say yes. At least hear what I have to say!” 

“What are your conditions?” 

“I will resolve that crisis of yours. In return, you will allow us access to Doomsday Seed Vault.” 

The person went silent after hearing Mr. X’s request. 

Archulea’s Doomsday Seed Vault was famous for the various types of seeds it contained, both from the 

past and the present. 

seeds were thousands and millions of years old, and there were rumors going around about the place 

containing gene banks and lots of valuable resources exclusive to 

Doomsday Seed Vault also contained tons of historical artifacts and was 



the other countries, and even 

was so valuable 

Archulea focused all of the country’s defenses on the Doomsday Seed Vault, 

very long time, but couldn’t get their hands on 

everything that has happened, the Lab of Gods finally had a chance to negotiate a 

you some time to consider this. I just hope you’ll be able to afford our help!” Mr. X said 

ants in their pants. The Progenitor becomes 

you wait! They’ll call us 

before Mr. X received a call from the people in Archulea and began their 

agreed to grant them access to the Doomsday Seed Vault for a limited amount of time, and they 

eventually settled 

technology and skill, we’ll be able 

headed over to 

Chapter 2164 Pursuing The Progenitor 

“Hm? What’s going on in Archulea?” 

Everyone was shocked by the destruction before their eyes. 

“Let me check…” 

Cyrus soon found out about everything that happened. 

“The Progenitor has been going rampant here, and Archulea has no fighters who can take him out. For 

some unknown reason, the Lab of Gods has agreed to lend them a hand,” he said. 

Death Fiend laughed. “Seems like your information isn’t complete! The Lab of Gods only agreed to help 

Archulea because they would be granted access to the Doomsday Seed Vault!” 

“You…” 

Levi had gotten used to their petty squabbles by then. 

“It has nothing to do with us. Let’s just carry on with our journey!” 

He was in a hurry to see Zoey and couldn’t care less about those matters as it had no effect on Erudia. 

The Eighteen Dark Angels were in agreement with Levi’s statement as they wanted to bring him back 

safely before anything else happened. 

right through 

“All right, let’s go!” 



group then made their way straight through the city, only to realize something was amiss 

entire place was too quiet, and there wasn’t a single person 

as a helicopter hovering in the sky delivered the warning, “Attention 

the city had been evacuated 

quickly left the area after warning Levi 

think we’ll be unfortunate enough to run into the Progenitor?” Death 

on our course…” Levi said as they carried on without a care 

Boom! 

them was enveloped in a strong scent of blood, and the Progenitor 

the Progenitor hadn’t seen a single person he could suck 

excitement when he saw Levi 

to suck all of their blood 

others exchanged glances before sighing in 

leave you alone, and 

we 

What else are we 

he realized the sudden 

ordinary people… They’re ridiculously powerful 

Chapter 2165 You Can Head Back Now 

It was the first time the Progenitor had been in such a desperate state, and everyone in Archulea was 

shocked to see him running away. 

I-Isn’t that the Progenitor? Who the hell are these people? How are they strong enough to beat the 

Progenitor up so badly? This is unbelievable! 

The Progenitor had pretty much run through half of Archulea, but Levi and his group eventually caught 

up and continued beating the crap out of him. 

You have only yourself to blame for this, Progenitor! We were just passing by and had no intentions of 

hurting you at all, but you tried to attack us and suck our blood! 

With that in mind, all twenty of them continued their assault on the Progenitor. 

As they were all experienced fighters, the Progenitor’s lack of offensive power resulted in him receiving 

a one-sided beating. 



Although the Progenitor survived the attack due to the nature of his body, he felt the pain from every 

blow and was going crazy from it. 

cliff and jumped straight into the 

vented their anger after 

they know, their actions resulted in them becoming the heroes of Archulea, and 

will be sure to 

Levi wasn’t about to 

as an Erudian and said he would call 

a huge favor, they would have to provide their 

and even offered to host a grand celebration to thank 

like that, Levi and his group left Archulea while its citizens 

they decided to keep the news of the Progenitor’s defeat a 

withstand the Progenitor’s assault as they didn’t want the Lab of Gods 

and his men finally arrived after half the day 

confused when he saw that no 

on? Logically speaking, Archulea should be kneeling before us and begging for our help in this trying 

Chapter 2166 Arrival At The Sacred Organization 

What… Did they just tell us to go back after we’ve traveled this far to help out? What the hell? 

“Are you sure you want us to head back?” Mr. X asked while glaring straight at the Archuleans. 

“Yeah, that’s right! We told you to head back! Did you not hear us the first time?” they replied 

nonchalantly. 

“Fine! We’ll leave, then! You guys are on your own with the Progenitor! The Lab of Gods will not get 

involved anymore!” 

Outraged, Mr. X was determined to teach Archulea a lesson and prepared to leave with his men 

immediately. 

“Oh, the Progenitor? We don’t need you to help us get rid of him! We’ve already taken care of him 

ourselves!” the Archuleans said mockingly with a sneer. 

“What?” 

Mr. X and his men turned around in unison. 

“What do you mean you’ve taken care of the Progenitor? How is that possible? We haven’t even done 

anything to help out!” he asked with a look of confusion on his face. 



out? You don’t think you’re the only people capable of handling the Progenitor, do you?” the Archuleans 

of the Progenitor’s defeat, and Jester King quickly confirmed that someone else 

in Archulea has been resolved as the Progenitor had fled the country, and nobody knew where he 

you get rid 

X and the others were 

are either. 

rage 

it! Erudia again!” 

in Archulea too? Damn it, Erudia has ruined 

that Levi was the one who 

and forget about getting access to our Doomsday Seed Vault! We all know you guys 

choice but to leave with his men in 

another plan to obtain the Doomsday Seed 

the meantime, the Dragonites in The Cardinal Hall had 

helped them out? Who could 

it, another messenger came over and reported, “Levi was the one who did it! He just told The Cardinal 

Chapter 2167 Take My Wife Back 

Even Levi didn’t know much about the place apart from it being somewhere deep within Nuthana. 

All modern technology would malfunction due to the magnetic fields in the area, and many adventurers 

would rather die than come explore the place. 

A thick fog surrounded the place to heights no one has ever seen before, and it was undetectable even 

by satellites. 

The area couldn’t be found on any map in existence, and Levi would never have been able to get there 

without someone showing him the way. 

In other words, it was like a missing corner of the world. 

Levi and Cyrus were taken aback by the nature of the area around them. 

They also realized that the fog was incredibly poisonous and killed anyone who inhaled it regardless of 

their physical condition. 

Death Fiend and the others said with a smile, “You guys are on your own now! Let’s see if you can make 

it through this area alive!” 



Getting through the poisonous fog was one of the tests they had to go through, but it was no problem 

for Levi and Cyrus who were close friends with Venom Fiend. 

the fog was no challenge for them as they made their 

got out of the fog zone, but they then found themselves in a 

by a 

out of the forest that they fully regained visibility of their 

of light which made 

chain 

said, “Don’t worry! They 

to see the members of the Sacred Organization in person to know how 

Organization, Levi! Oh, that goes for you 

acknowledge Cyrus as a member of the Sacred Organization, but had no choice as 

here. Dark Emperor will be arriving shortly!” Death Fiend 

bet this is just a trick to scare us! I just want to know where Zoey is right now so I can take her back 

himself 

finally here!” said 

to determine where the voice was coming from as it seemed to be coming from every 

I had wanted you to be a part of the Sacred Organization a long time ago, but 

Emperor’s voice was 

Chapter 2168 Tricked By The Dark Emperor 

Instead of being terrified, everyone simply laughed at Levi like he had said something foolish. 

“Aren’t you overestimating yourself a little there, Levi?” 

“Did you really think you could just walk out of here with her?” 

“You have no idea how powerful the Sacred Organization is!” 

The Eighteen Dark Angels burst into laughter as they figured he couldn’t possibly take Zoey with him. 

The Dark Emperor cackled as he said, “Oh, I know what you mean! You plan on finding out where Zoey is 

upon getting here, right? Have you ever considered the possibility that you won’t be walking out of 

here? I’ll keep you here under my control forever! You thought you were smart, but you’ve fallen right 

into my trap! I had let them bring you here on purpose, Levi!” 

The look on Levi’s face turned instantly upon hearing that. 



“I may not have much power over you out there, but you won’t be escaping me now that you’re here!” 

Boom! 

began rumbling violently all of a sudden, and a huge black door came crashing down from 

to Levi and Cyrus, a metallic wall had risen outside the castle and sealed it 

Emperor ordered, and all 

left inside the castle with no idea where the 

from both the distant mountains and right next to Levi’s ear at 

on, you shall be trapped here until you are genuine about joining 

Emperor then left after saying that, causing the castle to 

This old b*stard is just trying 

his 

began 

as four soccer fields 

smooth steel wall everywhere they looked, and the 

trap, the two began searching the place frantically for the mechanism to set themselves 

way out of there! I’ll break it for you if you agree to join the Sacred Organization! Of course, I know 

you’ll choose to continue struggling for a 

up on searching as they realized there was no way out of the 

punch our way out of this 

Chapter 2169 Levi Is Trapped 

He wanted to blow a hole through the steel wall by concentrating all of his force into a single explosive 

point. 

Zoom! 

Despite how terrifying the move was, all it did was leave a slightly larger dent on the steel wall that was 

three feet thick. 

On top of that, there was a much thicker shell lining the outside of the steel wall. 

Most importantly, the wall was designed to spread the force from Levi’s punches across the surface, so 

the power from each punch had practically dissipated. 

Levi and Cyrus both grew increasingly anxious as they continued to hammer away at the wall until they 

were exhausted, but it did nothing whatsoever. 



left on the steel wall were so shallow that they 

it able to withstand so much of my force 

disappointed and surprised that even the Forbidden 

as I know, the Forbidden Technique is unstoppable! Why is it so useless now? 

but it’s probably some special kind of metal. It’s way too hard! None of our attacks seem to be doing 

much damage to it! It’d probably take us about ten years of non-stop punching to 

of here is by generating enough force 

needed to increase his strength to the maximum and blast his way out of the steel 

began his solitary 

help, but there was no way he could even get the word out to them from there. As such, he had 

Angels were observing them from outside 

out his solitary 

worry, he’s just making a last-ditch effort out of his desperation to rescue Zoey. His body won’t be able 

to withstand the training, and he’ll submit to me sooner or later!” 

Chapter 2170 Maya Industries 

Everyone was flabbergasted by Levi’s disappearance, especially since they knew he was still alive. 

In the past, Levi would still secretly protect Erudia and target the Lab of Gods even though he went 

missing, but that wasn’t the case this time. 

Even the Azure Dragon’s men had not received any messages from Levi, and the Dragonites could only 

pray that he was truly still alive. 

Everyone wanted to know where Levi had gone and why he had disappeared, but nobody had the 

answers. 

Forlevia and Emma were the only ones who might know where he was, but no one dared ask them 

about it as the elders were around. 

Eventually, Edmund decided to personally pay Celia a visit, and she agreed to let him see Forlevia and 

Emma. 

Unfortunately, they didn’t know where Levi was either. 

affect The Cardinal Hall in any way, Edmund decided 

throughout Levi’s one year of absence, so this goes to show that we don’t need him 

know, the world had changed a lot during 

artists, people with superpowers, and even masters of magical techniques were no longer a rarity as 

more 



strong survive, everyone had to know a 

the various Ancient Clans became increasingly obvious with the rise of fighters and scientific 

laboratories, and they were no longer uncommon like they used 

the Lab of Gods had gathered together and united all vampires scattered across the world, forming a 

powerful Ancient 

the enemies of the vampires had also surfaced in response to 

Kings too, gradually began asserting their dominance 

rapidly in Erudia and became the overlord in that field by the time the Lab of 

combining modern genetic technology with the ancient martial arts and magical techniques of Erudia, 

Garrison Industry was able to create powerful fighters like 

capable of combining modern mechatronics 

get their hands on that technology, but were either stopped by Garrison Industry 

it was usually Levi who stopped them, him not 

 


